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Kussin | eCommerce Developments DOOEL i.Est.

60% IT Pro, 20% Analyst, 10% Number Juggler, 10% Team Player 
KUSSIN is looking for reinforcements to fill the position

TRAINEE PROGRAM

OXID ESALES DEVELOPER 

  (m/f/v)

We are specialists in eCommerce and digitization and support large and exciting companies from the 
entire GAS region. We were founded in 2006 and since everyone in Hamburg can do it, we prefer to 
stay in a beautiful old building in the heart of Pinneberg. Our core competencies are sophisticated e-
commerce solutions based on Magento 2, OXID 6 and Shopify.

We cover the entire spectrum of conception and brand development, implementation and support of 
the shops as well as special solutions for interfaces. In short: We create great eCommerce platforms.

YOU HAVE

	Studied computer science/informatics for at least 4 semesters

	 Interest of working with complex web applications and online shop systems

	Knowledge of software architecture in the PHP or similar, OOP and design patterns

	Routine with the programming languages HTML, CSS, jQuery and JSON/XML

	Already experience in agile working in sprints

	Excellent knowledge of English

	Enthusiasm and a high degree of self-organization 

YOU WANT

	To become a PHP Developer

	 Learn OXID eSales Web Application

	Develop plugins and interfaces

	Optimizing and supporting existing shops

	Working together with the Designers and the Frontend Developers in our team to build shops that 

people love

	Also be a Project Manager, no problem. All Developers are Project Managers, too - we will teach 

you everything you need to know.

WE HAVE

	Udemy PHP & OXID eSales Training

	Official OXID eSales Academy Training

	Offical OXID eSales Developer Certification

	Very flat hierarchies and high personal responsibility

	No dress code, so a Wacken Tee is totally fine

	 Free choice of work equipment (Dell Latitude 5420 / Macbook Pro)

	Company pension scheme and fair pay

	And much more

Is that something for you? Then we look forward to receiving your informative application documents 
including salary expectations and earliest possible starting date.

Please email your application to Sandra: jobs@kussin.de

We look forward to meet you!
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